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Abstract
Methodological aspects of using the driven Liouville-von Neumann (DLvN) approach for
simulating dynamical properties of molecular junctions are discussed. As a model system
we consider a non-interacting resonant level uniformly coupled to a single Fermionic bath.
We demonstrate how a finite system can mimic the depopulation dynamics of the dot into
an infinite band bath of continuous and uniform density of states. We further show how the
effects of spurious energy resolved currents, appearing due to the approximate nature of the
equilibrium state obtained in DLvN calculations, can be avoided. Several ways to approach
the wide band limit that is often adopted in analytical treatments, using a finite numerical
model system are discussed including brute-force increase of the lead model bandwidth as well
as efficient cancellation or direct subtraction of finite-bandwidth effect. These methodological
considerations may be relevant also for other numerical schemes that aim to study non-
equilibrium thermodynamics via simulations of open quantum systems.
1 Introduction
The study of electron dynamics and conductance in small electronic systems coupled to one or
more free-electron reservoirs (each in its own equilibrium but not necessarily at equilibrium with
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each other) has attracted much attention over the past decade due to its importance for studies
in the fields of molecular electronics [1, 2, 3] spectroscopy [4], and quantum thermodynamics
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Although substantial advances in observing and describing such processes
were made in the past three decades, the study of particle and energy transfer in processes
dominated by resonance transmission between non-equilibrium environments remains a major
experimental and theoretical challenge. As in other dynamical problems, computer simulations
may offer a complementary approach to purely theoretical analysis in this field.
A major challenge for modeling electronic transport through such nanometric structures is the
ability to provide an appropriate non-equilibrium description of the entire (infinite in principle)
system. This problem is often solved by replacing the full system by a finite system with proper
account of the non-equilibrium open boundaries. One of the most widely used approaches to
address this challenge is the extension of the Landauer formalism to address dynamical effects
by using the non-equilibrium Green’s function method [13]. This method can provide analytical
solutions for non-interacting models [14, 15, 16] but it becomes computationally demanding for
steady-states of more realistic model systems as well as for systems affected by time-dependent
driving.
An alternative approach to describing electronic transport in such systems is the use of numerical
simulations. Since simulated models are necessarily of finite size, ways to impose the infinite
(in principle) nature of the real system need to be devised. In vacuum scattering problems
this is usually achieved by using absorbing boundary conditions [17]. When the environment
of the simulated system consists of metallic leads with occupied electronic states, the numerical
boundary has to account for both electron absorption and injection. A variety of methods,
too extensive to detail herein, have been developed for this purpose considering both model
Hamiltonians [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] and realistic model systems [30, 31, 16,
32, 33, 15, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Among the latter, the recently proposed Driven Liouville-
von Neumann (DLvN) approach [42, 43, 44, 45], imposes the required boundary conditions by
augmenting the Liouville-von Neumann (LvN) equation of motion with non-unitary source and
sink terms. The latter drive each lead towards an equilibrium state determined by the chemical
potential and electronic temperature of the implicit bath to which it is coupled [42, 43, 44, 45].
When the driving enforces different equilibrium states on different leads, the DLvN method was
shown to provide a reliable representation of the electronic transport problem, closely reproducing
the Landauer formalism results at steady-state [42, 44]. Furthermore, it was shown that, for non-
interacting systems [46, 47, 48], the DLvN equation of motion can be recast into Lindblad form,
thus it inherently preserves density matrix positivity [24, 44, 48]. Notably, within this approach,
external dynamic perturbations such as alternating bias voltages, varying gate potentials, and
time-dependent external fields may be readily imposed. These can drive the system out of its
equilibrium or steady states [14] and invoke intriguing physical phenomena that are manifested
in the dynamical properties of the system, beyond the scope of the well established equilibrium
thermodynamic theory.
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A simplistic model that can demonstrate such effects is a resonant level model, where a single
non-interacting spinless state (often referred to as a quantum dot) is coupled to a manifold of
non-interacting spinless lead states. Here, shifting the position of the dot level with respect to
the chemical potential of the lead states mimics the application of an external time-dependent
gate potential on the dot. Recent analytical analysis of this model, at the wide band limit
(WBL) [49, 50, 51], enabled the calculation of thermodynamic functions to first order beyond the
quasistatic (QS) limit. These were shown to fulfill the first and second laws of thermodynamics
and reproduce the equilibrium and weak coupling results in the appropriate limits [5]. Such
treatments, however, often rely on perturbation theory and hence are limited to cases where a
small parameter can be identified. Specifically, in the treatment mentioned above, the dot level
driving rate was taken to be considerably smaller than the typical internal relaxation rate of the
lead. Hence, to gain access to dynamical regions that are beyond the reach of current analytical
treatments of this (and more complex) model one can harness the numerical flexibility of the
DLvN approach. Nevertheless, care should be taken with the practical implementation of the
numerical simulation so as to ensure that the results, necessarily obtained for a finite lead model,
faithfully represent the desired physical properties of an infinite environment at equilibrium. As
general guidance, some rules of thumb have been introduced to assess the finite lead model size
required to verify the validity of the Markovian approximation adopted in the DLvN approach
[24, 48]. When numerical convergence with respect to the finite lead model size is achieved its
discrete spectrum mimics well the continuous density of state of the corresponding (semi-)infinite
bath. However, when using numerical simulations to extend analytical models towards new
dynamical regimes, one should also keep in mind that simplifying assumptions, such as the wide
band approximation (WBA), that are often invoked in approximate analytical treatments, are not
always readily transferable to the numerical calculation. The present manuscript addresses these
and related methodological aspects of using numerical simulations in general and, in particular,
the DLvN approach to complement analytical treatments in the study of particle and heat fluxes
through molecular interfaces.
2 Relaxation Dynamics
To set the stage for demonstrating important methodological aspects of using numerical schemes
to simulate non-equilibrium scenarios, we consider first the simple relaxation dynamics of an
initially occupied dot level coupled to an empty manifold of lead levels. The non-interacting
Hamiltonian of the entire system is given by
Hˆ(t) = Hˆd (t) + HˆL + HˆV , (2.1)
where Hˆd(t) = εd (t) c†dcd is the Hamiltonain of the dot, HˆL =
∑
l εlc
†
l cl represents the lead section,
and HˆV = VˆdL+ VˆLd is the dot/lead coupling term, where VˆdL =
∑
l
(
Vld
†cl
)
and VˆLd = Vˆ †dL. Here,
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εd (t) and εl are the energies of the dot and lead level l, respectively, and c†i and ci are the creation
and annihilation operators for an electron in level i = d, l. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we
have assumed that the only time-dependence in the Hamiltonian stems from shifts in the position
of the dot level, with no effect on the lead levels and the lead-dot coupling terms. Naturally, within
the numerical treatment discussed below, this simplifying assumption can be readily lifted.
2.1 Analytical Solution
Under the WBA, where the manifold of lead states is assumed to be of infinite width with a
uniform and continuous density of states, ρ, this model has a fully analytical solution. Upon
uniformly coupling the isolated dot level to the manifold of lead states, its original delta-function
shape, δ(ε− εd), broadens into a Lorentzian function of the form:
A(ε− εd; ∆, γ) = 1
pi
~γ/2
(ε− εd −∆)2 + (~γ/2)2 . (2.2)
Here, ~ = h/ (2pi) is the reduced Plank’s constant, ∆ represents the shift in the dot’s level position
due to the coupling to the lead, and ~γ is the level broadening due to its finite lifetime. The latter
corresponds the leakage rate of particles from the dot to the lead manifold as given by Fermi’s
golden rule [52]:
γ (ε) =
2pi
~
∑
l
|Vl|2 δ (ε− εl) , (2.3)
which at the WBL, assuming an infinite lead band of constant density of states, ρ, and uniform
coupling to the dot ,Vl = V = const, can be evaluated as:
γWBA =
2pi
~
∞ˆ
−∞
|Vl|2 ρ (εl) δ (ε− εl) dεl = 2pi~ |V |
2 ρ
∞ˆ
−∞
δ (ε− εl) dεl = 2pi~ |V |
2 ρ. (2.4)
By virtue of the Fourier transform of its Lorentzian spectral function, the population of an initially
occupied dot level (ψ (t = 0) = d† |0〉) decays exponentially with time into the empty manifold
of lead levels (Pd (t) =
∣∣∣〈ψ (t = 0)| e− i~ Hˆt |ψ (t = 0)〉∣∣∣2 = e−γt) with a characteristic decay time of
1/γ as indicated by the dashed black line in Fig. 1.
2.2 Closed System Numerical Treatment
The most straightforward numerical approach to simulate this temporal behavior of the dot’s
population is the microcanonical scheme [16]. Here, the infinite (in principle) system is represented
by a finite model consisting of the dot level uniformly coupled to a finite set of lead levels. Two
important differences between this model and the one used for the analytical treatment above
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Figure 1: Dot depopulation dynamics as calculated using (i) the analytical WBA treatment
(dashed black line); (ii) microcanonical simulations (full red line); (iii) DLvN simulations with
an empty (green) and half filled (blue) lead. System parameters are provided in the main text.
Inset: Driving rate sensitivity test of the DLvN dynamics calculated with Γ = 0.2∆ε/~ (dashed
gray), Γ = 2∆ε/~ (green), and Γ = 20∆ε/~ (dashed magenta).
should be noted: (i) the density of lead states is discrete, and (ii) the band of lead states is of
finite width. Nevertheless, we expect that when the lead manifold is sufficiently dense and the
position of the dot is far enough from the band edges, the numerical simulation will reproduce
the short time dynamics of the analytical treatment. To demonstrate this, we choose a finite
lead model consisting of NL = 100 equispaced levels that span a bandwidth of W = 10~γ. The
corresponding level spacing and density of states are thus given by ∆ε = ρ−1 = W
N
= 0.1~γ,
respectively. The dot energy, εd, is positioned at the center of the lead’s band and is uniformly
coupled to all lead levels via a coupling constant of V =
√
~
2pi
γ
ρ
= ~γ√
20pi
(see Eq. 2.4). We note
that, the choice of the specific value of γ (chosen herein such that ~γ = 0.1 eV) is arbitrary as
the results presented below are scalable with respect to it. Hence, we set all other parameters in
terms of γ and present the result in unitless format. The dynamics of the system is simulated via
the LvN equation of motion for the single-particle density matrix of the system, σˆ(t):
d
dt
σˆ (t) = − i
~
[
Hˆ (t) , σˆ (t)
]
. (2.5)
In the basis of eigenstates of the dot and the lead sections of the system the density matrix obtains
the following block representation:
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σˆ (t) =
(
σd (t) σˆdL (t)
σˆLd (t) σˆL (t)
)
, (2.6)
whose elements are given by σij(t) =
〈
ci(t)c
†
j(t)
〉
. The corresponding block matrix representation
of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1) is given by:
Hˆ(t) =
(
εd (t) VˆdL
VˆLd HˆL
)
. (2.7)
The initial diagonal density matrix represents a fully populated dot (σd (t = 0) = 1) and an empty
lead (σˆL (t = 0) = 0ˆ; In practice, we initially populate the lead levels according to a Fermi-Dirac
distribution, whose chemical potential and temperature are set to µ = −50~γ and kBT = 0.25γ,
respectively). By monitoring the diagonal element of the density matrix that corresponds to
the dot level we can follow its depopulation into the lead levels. The resulting dynamics, which
is represented by the red curve in Fig. 1, captures well the short-time (γt < γ (h∆ε−1) =
20pi, reflecting the highest frequency of the lead dynamics) exponential decay predicted by the
analytical treatment. However, at longer timescales, characteristic Poincaré recurrences occur,
reflecting the discrete nature of the quasi-continuum representation of the lead or, equivalently, the
reflection of the scattered electron wavefunction from the far edge of the finite lead model [46, 39,
53, 54, 55, 45]. Therefore, similar to previous multi-lead microcanonical transport calculations
[16, 36, 42], it becomes evident that, while microcanonical simulations are not limited to the
WBA, the finite closed system model can mimic the behavior of its open counterpart only for
times shorter than the typical reflection time-scale.
2.3 Driven Liouville-von Neumann Simulations
As mentioned above, the recently developed DLvN approach can eliminate this limitation by ex-
panding the capabilities of the microcanonical approach to simulate truly open quantum systems.
Similar to previous multi-lead implementations of the DLvN approach[42, 14, 43, 44, 46, 45, 56],
the LvN equation of motion for the single-lead setup considered herein is augmented by sink and
source terms that absorb outgoing electrons (thus avoiding reflections) and inject thermalized
electrons near the system boundaries, respectively, as follows:
d
dt
σˆ (t) = − i
~
[
Hˆ (t) , σˆ (t)
]
− Γ ·
(
0 1
2
σˆd,L (t)
1
2
σˆLd (t) σˆL (t)− σˆ0L
)
. (2.8)
The last term in Eq. 2.8 serves to drive the lead section towards a target equilibrium state of
the form σ0ll′ = δll′fFD (εl, µ, T ), where fFD (εl;µ, T ) = [exp ((εl − µ) / (kBT )) + 1]−1 is a Fermi-
Dirac equilibrium distribution with the chemical potential, µ, and electronic temperature, T , of
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the electronic reservoir, to which the lead section is implicitly coupled, and kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. The density matrix obtained from Eq. (2.8) is Hermitian, positive definite [44, 48],
and normalized such that tr [σˆ (t)] = Ntot(t), where Ntot(t) is the instantaneous total number of
electrons in the system.
The driving rate, Γ, which can be extracted from the electronic properties of the implicit reservoir
[45], represents the timescale on which thermal relaxation takes place in the lead, and is generally
assumed to be fast relative to all other processes of interest. If, however, the lead’s driving rate
is treated as a phenomenological parameter, one should make sure that the relaxation dynamics
(i.e. the rate γ) of the dot itself is insensitive to the choice of Γ. Since the latter broadens the
lead levels, the δ-functions appearing in Eq. (2.3) for the dot’s relaxation rate should be replaced
by the corresponding Lorentzian functions of the form Ll (ε− εl) = 1pi ~Γ/2(ε−εl)2+(~Γ/2)2 , such that
γ(ε) = 2pi/~
∑
l |Vl|2 Ll(ε − εl). If ~Γ  ∆ε the summand is a smooth function of εl, which can
be approximated by the following integral:
γ(ε) ≈ 2pi
~
W/2ˆ
−W/2
|V (εl)|2 ρ (εl)Ll (ε− εl) dεl. (2.9)
Moreover, if |V (εl)|2 and ρ (εl) do not (or only weakly) depend on εl (in practice, a softer require-
ment that |V (εl)|2 ρ (εl) is independent of εl is sufficient), they may be taken out of the integral,
and if furthermore ~Γ  W , the limits of the remaining integral over Ll (ε− εl) can be safely
taken to infinity yielding a value of 1 to a good approximation. Hence, the wide band result of Eq.
(2.4) stating that γ ≈ 2pi/~ |V |2 ρ is recovered and the dynamics becomes independent of Γ. Thus,
the lead model should be chosen sufficiently large and its energy band should be made sufficiently
wide to allow for the value of Γ to fulfill the requirement ∆ε  ~Γ  W [24, 47, 48], which
assures that the finite lead model levels are sufficiently (but not over-)broadened to mimic the
continuous density-of-state within the finite bandwidth of the corresponding bulk lead. We note
in passing that the above considerations are not just technical, and have been repeatedly used to
explain observations of molecular relaxation processes involving isolated (on relevant timescales)
large molecules [57], where a discrete molecular spectrum appears (again on relevant timescales)
to act as a continuum [5, 6, 7, 8][58].
To demonstrate the performance of this approach for the case of a single-lead setup, we repeat
the dot depopulation simulations of the previous section with the same model Hamiltonian using
the DLvN equation of motion (2.8) with a driving rate of ~Γ = 2∆ε = 0.2~γ, within the region
spanned between ∆ε = 0.1~γ and W = 100∆ε = 10~γ. The green curve in Fig. 1 presents the
dot population as a function of time obtained with the same initial conditions as those used in the
microcanonical simulation described above and a target equilibrium lead density matrix of σ0ll′ =
δll′fFD (εl, µ = −50~γ, T = 0.25~γ/kB). Clearly, the DLvN dynamics is able to reproduce both
the short- and the long-term analytical exponential decay of the dot population, while eliminating
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the recurrences appearing in the microcanonical simulations. Thus, it is shown that the DLvN
effectively couples the closed system to an external implicit bath resulting in a characteristic open
quantum system dynamics. Furthermore, when setting the implicit bath’s chemical potential at
the center of the lead band and equal to the dot’s energy (both in the initial conditions and
via the target lead equilibrium density matrix, σ0ll′ = δll′fFD (εl, µ = 0, T = 0.25~γ/kB)), the
dot equilibrates to the expected half-filled state (see blue line in Fig. 1). In order to verify
that our results are insensitive to the choice of driving rate we have repeated the empty lead
calculations for ~Γ = 0.2∆ε and ~Γ = 20∆ε. The comparison, presented in the inset of Fig. 1,
clearly demonstrate the weak dependence of the simulated dynamics on the value of Γ. Notably,
this holds true also for the lower value chosen, which is outside the validity range discussed
above. This further demonstrates that, with appropriate choice of model parameters, the DLvN
approach can effectively mimic different environmental conditions and may constitute an effective
numerical scheme to complement analytical treatments in parameter regimes beyond their limiting
assumptions.
3 Equilibrium Currents
The simple single-lead model system discussed above demonstrated how the DLvN approach can
capture the total current flowing between the dot level and the lead manifold which, according to
the analytical treatment, is given by J (t) = −dPd (t) /dt = γe−γt . However, in many applications,
especially when evaluating thermodynamics properties, it is useful to consider not only overall
currents of given observables but also their resolution with respect to other observables. For
example, the total current can be written in terms of its energy resolved components as J =´
J (ε) dε, where J (ε) is the net particle flux leaving the dot at a given energy ε. The latter can
be then used to evaluate thermodynamic quantities, such as the energy flux, JE =
´
εJ (ε) dε,
carried by the particles from the dot to the lead and the total heat flux that they will produce in
the environment when they eventually get equilibrated in the lead, JQ =
´
dε (ε− µ) J (ε).
Such energy resolved currents can be evaluated via the numerical solution of Eq. (2.8), where the
temporal variation of the occupation of lead level l is given by (see Appendix A):(
dσll (t)
dt
)
=
2
~
= (Vldσdl (t))− Γ
(
σll (t)− σ0ll
)
. (3.1)
We may now identify the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. 3.1 as the incoming particle
flux from the dot into lead level l and the second term as the corresponding outgoing flux into
the implicit bath. Neglecting the broadening of the lead levels due to their coupling to the bath
and to the dot, the former can be used to evaluate the energy resolved particle currents leaving
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the dot towards the lead at energy εl:
JdL (εl, t) =
2
~
= (Vldσdl (t)) , (3.2)
and the latter approximates the particle flux leaving the lead into the implicit bath at the same
energy:
JLB (εl, t) = Γ
(
σll (t)− σ0ll
)
. (3.3)
At equilibrium, we expect the total current and all of its energy resolved components to vanish.
Nevertheless, within the DLvN approach, only the lead sections are directly equilibrated with their
respective implicit baths. This is essential for simulating non-equilibrium scenarios. Therefore,
since equilibration is not performed in the diagonal basis of the entire finite model system and
the dot section is not explicitly equilibrated, for any finite lead model equilibrium can only be
reached approximately. As a result, when setting dσˆ/dt = 0 in Eq. (2.8) for the single-lead setup
considered herein (this can be readily done by solving a Sylvester equation [24] as detailed in
Appendix B), non-zero dot-lead coherences σd,l appear in the density matrix that lead to spurious
non-vanishing energy resolved equilibrium currents. This, is clearly manifested by the red curve in
Fig. 2 showing the equilibrium energy resolved currents obtained for a lead model consisting of 50
equispaced levels that are spanning a bandwidth ofW = 10~γ. The lead levels, which are coupled
to the dot via V =
√
~
2pi
γ
ρ
= ~γ√
10pi
, are driven at a rate of Γ = 0.4γ towards an equilibrium Fermi
Dirac population with chemical potential of µ = 0 and electronic temperature of kBT = 0.25~γ.
The highest absolute current value appears at the dot position of εd = −~γ. Notably, the total
dot-lead current at equilibrium, obtained by summing over all its energy resolved equilibrium
components, JdL = ΣlJeq(εl), vanishes as expected. Nevertheless, the appearance of spurious
non-vanishing energy resolved equilibrium currents jeopardizes their validity for calculating non-
equilibrium thermodynamic properties, such as energy and heat fluxes.
One remedy for this problem can be found by increasing the finite lead model size. At the
limit of an infinite lead, its spectrum mimics well that of the entire dot+lead system and the
effect of not directly equilibrating the single dot level with the implicit bath becomes negligible.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where doubling the number of lead levels from 50 (red) to 100
(blue), while keeping the bandwidth at W = 10~γ (yielding ∆ε = ρ−1 = 0.1~γ, V = ~γ√
20pi
, and
Γ = 2∆ε/~ = 0.2γ), reduces the magnitude of the energy-resolved equilibrium currents. The
effects of any residual artificial currents on the calculation of non-equilibrium thermodynamic
properties can be eliminated by subtracting their equilibrium contribution from the calculated
dynamic properties.
Alternatively, an “extended-molecule” strategy can be adopted. Here, the system is divided into
three (rather than two as before) sections including (see left panel of Fig. 3): (i) the dot (d);
(ii) the lead section adjacent to the dot that is directly coupled to it (L); and (iii) a driven lead
9
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Figure 2: Spurious energy resolved equilibrium particle currents flowing between the dot and the
various levels of a driven lead of NL = 50 (full red line) and NL = 100 (full blue line) levels, to
which it is directly coupled. For a system composed of a dot, a lead of NL = 50 levels, and a
driven-lead of NK = 50 levels the equilibrium energy resolved currents at the interface between
the dot and the lead vanish (dashed black line), while those at the interface between the lead and
the driven lead remain (dashed green line).
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section (K). The first two constitute the extended-dot section that is not directly coupled to the
implicit bath. This buffers the dot from the effects of the open boundary conditions that are
imposed only on the remote driven lead section. All physical quantities of interest can now be
evaluated from the dynamics of the dot section and the dot/lead interface, where energy-resolved
equilibrium currents vanish. To demonstrate this, we consider a tight-binding chain consisting of
Ntot = 101 sites, where the leftmost site serves as the dot, the NL = 50 sites adjacent to the dot
form the lead section, and the remaining NK = 50 sites constitute the driven lead section. The
onsite energies of the dot, the lead, and the driven lead sites are taken to be αd = αl = αk = 0
eV, respectively. The hopping integrals between the various lead sites (βl), between the rightmost
lead site and leftmost driven lead site (βlk), and between the various driven lead sites (βk), are
set to βl = βlk = βk = 0.2 eV, respectively. A weaker coupling of βld = 0.08 eV is chosen between
the dot and the leftmost site of the lead section and all other hopping integrals are nullified. This
yields a (driven-)lead bandwidth of W(driven−)lead = 4β(k)l = 0.8 eV. The real-space tight-binding
Hamiltonian matrix representation of the system can be written in block matrix form as follows:
Hˆ (t) =
 εd (t) VˆdL 0ˆVˆLd HˆL VˆLK
0ˆ VˆKL HˆK
. (3.4)
Here, the non-zero blocks are
εd (t) = αd; VˆdL = Vˆ
†
Ld =
(
βld 0 · · ·
)
; HˆL(K) =

αl(k) βl(k) 0
βl(k) αl(k)
. . .
0
. . .
. . .
 ;
and VˆLK = Vˆ †KL =

...
... . .
.
0 0 · · ·
βlk 0 · · ·
 . (3.5)
Giving dimensions of 1×NL for VˆdL = Vˆ †Ld, NL(K)×NL(K) for HˆL(K), and NL×NK for VˆLK = Vˆ †KL.
In order to impose the DLvN boundary conditions on the eigenstates of the driven lead the
following unitary “site-to-state” transformation is performed (see Fig. 3) [42]:
Uˆ =
 1 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ UˆL 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ UˆK
, (3.6)
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where UˆL and UˆK are the unitary matrices that diagonalize HˆL and HˆK , respectively, such that
˜ˆ
HL/K = Uˆ
†
L/KHˆL/KUˆL/K = diag
{
εL/K
}
. The transformed Hamiltonian matrix has the same
block structure as its real-space counterpart:
ˆ˜H (t) = Uˆ †Hˆ (t) Uˆ =

εd (t)
˜ˆ
VdL 0ˆ
˜ˆ
VLd
˜ˆ
HL
˜ˆ
VLK
0ˆ
˜ˆ
VKL
˜ˆ
HK
, (3.7)
where ˆ˜VdL =
ˆ˜V †Ld hold the couplings between the dot and the various lead levels and
ˆ˜VLK =
ˆ˜V †KL
store the couplings between the latter and the different driven lead levels (see right panel of Fig.
3). In order to mimic the simulation conditions used above, where the dot is uniformly coupled
to all lead levels, we replace all elements in ˆ˜VdL (and
ˆ˜V †Ld) by their highest value of V ' 0.0158 eV
constituting the maximum of the corresponding Newns Anderson coupling band [43]. Given the
density of lead states, ρ = 50/ (4βl) = 62.5 eV−1, this yields ~γ = 0.0985 eV (see Eq. 2.4 above),
which is comparable to the value of 0.1 eV used above.
The resulting DLvN equation of motion, written in the basis of eigenstates of the dot, lead, and
driven lead sections, has the form:
d
dt
σˆ (t) = − i
~
[
ˆ˜H (t) , σˆ (t)
]
− Γ ·
 0 0ˆ
1
2
σˆdK (t)
0ˆ 0ˆ 1
2
σˆLK (t)
1
2
σˆKd (t)
1
2
σˆKL (t) σˆK (t)− σˆ0K
 , (3.8)
where σˆ0K is the target equilibrium density matrix imposed by the implicit bath on the driven-lead
section with µ = 0 and kBT = 0.25~γ and the driving rate is chosen as Γ = 2/ (~ρ) = 0.0486
fs−1. When setting dσˆ/dt = 0 (see Appendix B), the energy resolved currents between the dot
and the lead section now vanish (see dashed black curve in Fig. 2) as required. Nevertheless, the
equilibrium state of the entire finite system remains approximate and the spurious currents have
been just driven away toward the (less physically relevant) interface between the lead and the
driven lead sections. This is demonstrated by the dashed green curve in Fig. 2, where we plot
the total current flowing from the lead section to the various driven lead levels, k, calculated via
JLK (εk) =
2
~
NL∑
l
(= (Hklσlk (t))) . (3.9)
This, therefore, clearly demonstrates that care should be exercised when utilizing numerical
schemes using finite models to simulate (thermo)dynamic properties of open quantum systems.
Brute force application of such schemes may lead to unphysical results that are strongly influenced
by the applied boundary conditions.
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Figure 3: Site-to-state transformation. Left: Schematic site representation of the tight-binding
model for a one dimensional chain composed of a dot (red), a lead (silver), and a driven-lead
section (black). βl and βk denote the hopping integrals within the lead and the driven-lead
sections, respectively. βdl and βlk are the coupling matrix elements between the dot and the
leftmost site of the lead and between the rightmost site of the lead and the leftmost site of the
driven-lead section, respectively. Right: Scheme of the single-particle state representation, where
the dot level is uniformly coupled to the eigenstates of the lead section that are separately coupled
to the manifold of eigenstates of the driven-lead section that, in turn, are equilibrated at a rate
Γ with the implicit external bath.
4 Finite Bandwidth Effects
The numerical examples provided above considered a static dot level placed sufficiently far from
the lead’s band-edges and situated symmetrically between them. In non-equilibrium thermody-
namic calculations, however, we will often be interested in simulating time-dependent perturba-
tions applied to the system. These may include time-dependent external fields or varying gate
potentials that dynamically shift the dot’s level energy. In such cases, it may become inevitable
to position the dot level in the vicinity of the lead’s band edges. Hence, it is important to un-
derstand both the physical and the numerical implications of approaching the band-edges of the
modeled environment. This is especially true in the context of comparisons with, and extensions
of, analytical treatments that, as stated above, often make simplifying assumptions, such as the
WBA (see Sec. 3 above) that treats the environment as an infinite energy band of uniform and
continuous density-of-states.
To demonstrate this, we study the changes in equilibrium total number of particles and electronic
energy of the finite system upon shifting the dot away from the band center towards the upper
band edge. Comparing the results for increasing band-widths to the predictions of the analytical
WBA treatment allows us to assess the importance of band-edge effects and the convergence of
the numerical model to the WBL. To this end, we consider the isolated system consisting of the
dot level and a finite lead manifold of Nl states. We choose a uniform density of lead levels of
ρ = 10(~γ)−1 that are uniformly coupled to the dot level via V =
√
~γ
2piρ
= ~γ√
20pi
(see Eq. 2.3).
The dot level is first positioned at the center of the lead levels band, εd = 0, and the Hamiltonian
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matrix of the entire closed system is diagonalized. The eigenstates are then occupied according to
the Fermi-Dirac distribution and the equilibrium number of particles and total electronic energy
are calculated as:
N(εd = 0,W ) =
Nl+1∑
j=0
fFD (εj;µ = 0, T = 0.25~γ/kB) (4.1)
and
E(εd = 0,W ) =
Nl+1∑
j=0
fFD (εj;µ = 0, T = 0.25~γ/kB) εj, (4.2)
respectively, whereW = Nl/ρ. Similarly, we obtain N(εd = 2~γ,W ) and E(εd = 2~γ,W ) by posi-
tioning the dot level 2~γ above the lead’s band center, and calculate the variations ∆Nnum(W ) =
N (εd = 2~γ,W )−N (εd = 0,W ) and ∆Enum(W ) = E (εd = 2~γ,W )−E (εd = 0,W ). To assess
the correspondence between the numerical calculation and the analytical WBA results we repeat
this procedure for increasing lead’s bandwidth by increasing the number of lead states while
keeping their density fixed. At the limit of infinite bandwidth we expect the numerical results to
converge to the analytical WBA values of:
∆Nanalytic =
∞ˆ
−∞
[A (ε− 2~γ; ∆ = 0; γ)− A (ε− 0; ∆ = 0; γ)] fFD (ε;µ = 0, T = 0.25~γ/kB) dε
(4.3)
and
∆Eanalytic =
∞ˆ
−∞
[A (ε− 2~γ; ∆ = 0; γ)− A (ε− 0; ∆ = 0; γ)] fFD (ε;µ = 0, T = 0.25~γ/kB) εdε.
(4.4)
In practice, we calculate these integrals numerically with integration bounds of W = 3000~γ,
such that increasing the bounds to W = 3500~γ gives a difference of 0.02% for the energy
and 9 × 10−6% for the particle number. Note that when comparing the numerical results to
the analytical values, the lead levels occupations are assumed to be insensitive to the dot level
position such that ∆Nnum and ∆Enum reflect only the change in dot occupation and energy
contribution, like their analytical counterparts. Fig. 4 shows the relative deviation of the change
of number of particles (full blue line) with respect to the analytical WBA result ∆∆N(W ) =
[∆Nnum(W ) − ∆Nanalytic]/∆Nanalytic and the corresponding relative energy deviation (full red
line) ∆∆E(W ) = [∆Enum(W ) −∆Eanalytic]/∆Eanalytic as a function of bandwidth, W . We find
that, for a finite band model, the change in number of particles upon the upshift of the dot
level from the band center is larger than the analytical WBA result, whereas the corresponding
change in electronic energy is smaller than its WBA counterpart. As expected, both ∆Nnum and
∆Enum converge to the corresponding analytical WBL values with increasing finite lead model
bandwidth. Notably, the particle number change converges faster than the electronic energy
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Figure 4: Convergence of the calculated equilibrium occupation, ∆∆N (blue), and electronic
energy, ∆∆E (red), variations of the finite lead model system towards the wide band limit. The
results are obtained for lead density of lead states of ρ = 10(~γ)−1 (full lines) and ρ = 20(~γ)−1
(dashed lines).
change, such that at a bandwidth of 200~γ the deviation of ∆Nnum from ∆Nanalytic reduces
to 0.02% while the corresponding deviation in the electronic energy is still larger than 0.5%.
To rationalize this observation we note that the integrand of ∆Eanalytic includes ε itself, which
diverges at the integration limits, and hence slows the convergence of the integrand at any finite
integration range. This exemplifies a general behavior that different observables converge at a
different rate with system parameters, thus care should be taken to separately converge them. To
further verify that these result are converged with respect to the choice of density of lead levels we
have repeated the calculations for a density of ρ = 20(~γ)−1 obtaining only minor deviations for
the particle number and energy variations (see dashed blue and red lines in Fig. 4). The analysis
presented above thus demonstrates that numerical treatments can simulate various environment
models ranging from simplistic wide-band baths to more complex finite-band baths that are not
restricted to uniform density-of-states and/or system bath couplings.
The same holds true not only for simulating complex bath models but also for studying dynam-
ical processes of the system itself. In the resonant level model discussed herein the latter may
translate to dynamical shifts of the dot’s level energy across the lead’s band. Nevertheless, prior
to performing dynamical simulations one should first verify that the numerical approach can re-
produce quasi-static results. To this end, we repeated the procedure detailed above using a finite
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lead model consisting of 500 levels spanning a bandwidth of W = 10~γ, which, according to Fig.
4, reproduces WBA occupations and energetics down to ∼ 0.4% and ∼ 9.5%, respectively. The
dot level is then uniformly coupled to all lead states with V = ~γ√
100pi
and its energy is varied
around the chemical potential of the lead. For each dot level position, εd, the Hamiltonian of
the entire finite model system is diagonalized and its eigenstates, {|j〉}, are occupied according
to the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution. As our observable we choose the dot section con-
tribution to the total electronic energy of the system. In the above treatment we have assumed
that the lead section populations are insensitive to the dot level position, such that any change
in total energy of the system reflects only the dot’s contribution. Alternatively, we can evaluate
it in the eigenbasis of the entire system via Enumd (εd) =
∑
j εjf(εj) |〈d|j〉|2, where the sum runs
over all eigenstates, and their individual contributions to the total electronic energy εjf(εj) (εj
and f(εj) being the orbital energy and equilibrium occupation, respectively) are scaled by their
projection on the dot section, |〈d|j〉|2. In Fig. 5 we compare the numerical value (full blue line)
obtained for ∆Enumd (εd) = Enumd (εd)− Enumd (µ = 0) at various dot level positions in a range of
±2~γ around the chemical potential (which is kept fix at µ = 0) and an electronic temperature
of T = 0.25~γ/kB, to the analytical WBA results (dashed black line) obtained, as above, from:
∆Eanalyticd (εd) =
∞ˆ
−∞
[A (ε− εd; ∆ = 0; γ)− A (ε− µ; ∆ = 0; γ)] fFD (ε;µ = 0, T = 0.25~γ/kB) εdε.
(4.5)
As noted above, in practice we calculate these integrals numerically with integration bounds
of W = 3000~γ. In the vicinity of the lead’s Fermi energy the agreement between the two
calculations is seen to be excellent. Minor deviations between the two develop as the dot position
approaches the band edges of the finite lead model (see inset of Fig. 5). To avoid such finite-
bandwidth effects and achieve better agreement between the numerical results and the analytical
wide band approximation we suggest an alternative approach, where the dot level is kept fixed at
the lead’s band center (symmetrically between the two band edges) and the chemical potential
of the lead is varied around it. The results of this practice are presented by the full red line in
Fig. 5 showing better agreement with the analytical WBA results as is clearly demonstrated in
the inset.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the numerical evaluation (full blue and red lines) of the contri-
bution to the total equilibrium electronic energy of a dot that is uniformly coupled to a discrete
set of lead levels of finite bandwidth and the corresponding analytical WBA result (dashed black
line). The numerical evaluation is performed either by shifting the dot’s position while keeping
the chemical potential fixed at the lead band center (blue) or vice versa (red). In all graphs,
the Y-axis origin is set to the dot’s contribution to the total energy when placed, along with the
chemical potential, at the center of the lead’s band. Inset: The differences between the numerical
and the analytical evaluations of the dot’s energy contribution to the total equilibrium electronic
energy as a function of its position along the leads band. The line colors correspond to those in
the main panel.
Having established that our method can reproduce quasi-static results we can now turn to discuss
dynamic variations of the dot’s level position. Simulating such processes with the closed system
treatment presented above will require extremely large lead models to prevent backscattering from
the finite-model boundaries during the relevant simulation time-scales. As demonstrated above,
this can be readily avoided by using the DLvN approach, where broadening of the discrete mani-
fold of levels of a relatively small finite lead model allows to mimic the continuous density-of-state
of a (semi-)infinite bath. Result of such simulations can provide valuable dynamical information
for finite band bath models. However, one might also wish to use the numerical treatment to
study dynamical processes in the wide bath band limit, which cannot be accessed using current
analytical treatments. Here, as well, we could increase the finite lead model until convergence
with respect to its bandwidth is obtained. Within the context of dynamical simulations, however,
this would considerably increase the computational burden and defeat the main purpose of the
DLvN approach. Hence, again, we offer an alternative by assuming that the difference between
the numerical finite-lead-band result and the analytical WBA results depend weakly on the rate
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of dot level shift. If this assumption is valid, we can extract this difference from a quasi-static
calculation, where both numerical and analytical results are available:
δEd (εd) = E
num,QS
d (εd)− Eanalytic,QSd (εd) . (4.6)
By subtracting this difference from the dynamic finite-bandwidth model numerical results we
obtain an estimate of the corresponding WBL results. To demonstrate this, we use a relatively
small lead model consisting of NL = 100 lead states spanning a bandwidth ofW = 10~γ. Notably,
the latter is taken deliberately insufficient to achieve convergence to the WBL (see Fig. 4). We
solve the DLvN equation of motion using a driving rate of Γ = 0.2~γ, and a target density that
provides a chemical potential of µ = 0 and an electronic temperature of kBT = 0.25γ, starting
at equilibrium with the dot level positioned at εd = µ − 3~γ and shifting it at a constant rate
of ε˙d/ (~γ2) = 0.6582 up to εd = µ + 3~γ. Using the density matrix of the entire system we can
evaluate the temporal evolution of the dot’s contribution to the total electronic energy using the
following projection:
Enumd (t) =
1
2
〈d| Hˆ (t) σˆ (t) + σˆ (t) Hˆ (t) |d〉 , (4.7)
which is symmetrized to be real valued.
The results of this calculation (full blue line in Fig. 6) differ from the quasi-static analytical
WBA results (full red line in Fig. 6) over the entire range of dot positions studied. This can be
attributed to two main factors: (i) the finite lead bandwidth of the numerical model compared
to the infinite bath band assumed in the analytical case; and (ii) the finite dot level shift rate
used in the numerical simulation, which pushes the system out of its equilibrium state that is
assumed by the quasi-static analytical treatment. Under the assumption mentioned above, we can
eliminate the effect of the former by adding δEd (εd (t)) = δEd (µ− 3~γ + ε˙dt) to the calculated
Enumd (t). This allows us to estimate effects of dynamical dot level shifts at the wide-band bath
limit. Comparing the red line in Fig. 6 for Enum,WBAd (t) = E
num
d (t)− δEd (εd (t)) to the dashed
black line for Eanalytic,QSd (εd) we see that, up to the lead’s Fermi energy the dynamical result
resemble the quasi-static behavior, exhibiting a linear increase. This reflects the fact that in this
region the dot remains fully occupied and the variation of the dot’s contribution to the total
electronic energy stems only from changing its position. When approaching the Fermi level, the
dot gradually empties into the lead. Hence the energy rise of Enum,WBAd (t) due to the upshift of
εd is countered by the dot’s depopulation and its slope reduces. Noticeably, when the rate of the
dot level up-shift becomes comparable or larger than γ, its emptying into the lead lags behind
that of the quasi-static case. This results in the rate-dependent hysteresis evident in Fig. 6, where
Enum,WBAd (t) overshoots E
analytic,QS
d (εd) in the vicinity of the lead Fermi energy. The analysis
presented above thus demonstrates how DLvN based simulations can be used to study dynamical
effects in open quantum systems in a wide range of system and bath parameters and extract
important information relevant for evaluating their non-equilibrium thermodynamic properties.
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Figure 6: Dynamic contribution (full blue line) to the total electronic energy due to a dot that
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is uniformly coupled. Estimation of the corresponding WBL behavior, obtained by subtracting
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5 Summary and Conclusions
The study of non-equilibrium dynamics and thermodynamics of open quantum systems is cur-
rently gaining increasing theoretical and experimental interest. Simple analytical treatments
provide valuable insights regarding the extension of thermodynamic quantities towards non-
equilibrium conditions. These, however, are often based on simplifying assumptions regarding
the structure of the system, the environment, and their inter-coupling, thus limiting their validity
to specific parameter ranges. Numerical approaches, such as the Driven Liouville-von Neumann
methodology, can help bridge the gap between phenomenological analytical treatments and realis-
tic experimental scenarios. In this paper, we presented a brief outline of the DLvN approach and
discussed some important methodological aspects of its utilization for studying non-equilibrium
(thermo)dynamic properties. Specifically, we have demonstrated that DLvN simulations using
finite model systems can capture the depopulation dynamics of an impurity electronic state uni-
formly coupled to an infinite bath of continuous and constant density of states. We have shown
that when evaluating energy resolved quantities based on DLvN simulations, care should be taken
to avoid the effects of spurious equilibrium currents resulting from the inherently approximate
equilibrium state imposed on the system. We have further studied the convergence of DLvN nu-
merical simulations towards the wide band bath limit upon increase in the bandwidth of the finite
lead model. Finally, we have shown how one can obtain reliable static and dynamic wide band re-
sults using relatively small model systems either via efficient cancellation of finite-bandwidth effect
or by their direct subtraction from the simulated properties. Importantly, these methodological
considerations may be relevant to other numerical techniques for simulating electron dynamics in
open quantum systems. Hence, with the understanding gained herein, numerical approaches, such
as the DLvN methodology, may become efficient tools for simulating non-equilibrium quantum
thermodynamics in experimentally relevant regimes that are out of the reach of current analytical
treatments.
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A Energy Resolved Currents Calculation
Energy resolved currents can be evaluated via the time derivatives of the various lead levels
populations. Here, we show how the corresponding expression (Eq. 3.2) is obtained for the
resonant level system discussed in the main text. For a system composed of a single dot level and
a manifold of lead states that are directly coupled to an implicit bath (Eq. 2.7), the DLvN equation
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of motion is given by the following matrix representation written in the basis of eigenstates of
the isolated dot and lead sections (Eq. 2.8):
d
dt
(
σd (t) σˆdL (t)
σˆLd (t) σˆL (t)
)
= − i
~
[(
εd (t) VˆdL
VˆLd HˆL
)
,
(
σd (t) σˆdL (t)
σˆLd (t) σˆL (t)
)]
−Γ
(
0 1
2
σˆdL(t)
1
2
σˆLd(t) σˆL(t)− σˆ0L
)
.
(A.1)
Evaluating the commutator on the right hand side of Eq. A.1, while taking into consideration
that there is a single dot level, gives:
d
dt
(
σd (t) σˆdL (t)
σˆLd (t) σˆL (t)
)
= −Γ
(
0 12 σˆdL(t)
1
2 σˆLd(t) σˆL(t)− σˆ0L
)
− i
~
(
VˆdLσˆLd (t)− σˆdL (t) VˆLd εd (t) σˆdL (t) + VˆdLσˆL (t)− σd (t) VˆdL − σˆdL (t) HˆL
VˆLdσd (t) + HˆLσˆLd (t)− σˆLd (t) εd (t)− σˆL (t) VˆLd VˆLdσˆdL (t) + HˆLσˆL (t)− σˆLd (t) VˆdL − σˆL (t) HˆL
)
.
(A.2)
Hence, the dynamics of the lead section is given by:
d
dt
σˆL (t) = − i~
[
HˆL, σˆL (t)
]
− i
~
[
VˆLdσˆdL (t)− σˆLd (t) VˆdL
]
− Γ (σˆL(t)− σˆ0L) . (A.3)
From this we can calculate the rate of population variation in a given lead level l as:
d
dt
σll (t) = − i~
Nl∑
l′=0
[Hll′σl′ l (t)− σll′ (t)Hl′ l]−
i
~
[Vldσdl (t)− σld (t)Vdl]− Γ
(
σll(t)− σ0ll
)
. (A.4)
In the representation of the eigenbasis of the isolated dot and lead states, HˆL is diagonal and
thus the first term on the right hand side of Eq. A.4 vanishes. The remaining two terms can be
identified as the particle current flowing between lead state l and the dot or the implicit bath,
respectively. Focusing on the second term and taking into account the fact that Hˆ and σˆ are
Hermitian matrices, such that Vdl = V ∗ld and σld (t) = σ∗dl (t), we arrive at the expression for the
current flowing between from dot to lead level l (Eq. 3.2 in the main text):
JdL (εl, t) = − i~ [Vldσdl (t)− σ
∗
dl (t)V
∗
ld] =
2
~
= (Vldσdl (t)) . (A.5)
If we neglect the lead level width due to its coupling to the bath and the dot, JdL (εl, t) represents
the energy resolved current flowing from the dot to the lead at energy εl. Correspondingly, the
particle current flowing at energy εl from the lead to the implicit bath is given by (Eq. 3.3 in the
main text):
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JLB (εl, t) = Γ
(
σll(t)− σ0ll
)
. (A.6)
The same holds true when the model system is decomposed into the dot, lead, and driven lead
sections (Eq. 3.4 in the main text), where Eq. A.5 remains valid for the current flowing between
the dot and lead level l, and a similar expression is obtained for the current flowing from the lead
into driven lead level k:
JLK (εk, t) =
2
~
Nl∑
l=0
= (Vklσlk (t)) . (A.7)
B Sylvester Equation For the Equilibrium Density Matrix
Within the DLvN approach, the equilibrium state of a single lead setup and the steady-state of
a multi-lead setup can be obtained by setting dσˆ(t)
dt
= 0. As mentioned in the main text, for the
former the obtained equilibrium is appoximate as the equation of motion drives only the lead
section, rather than the entire system (dot+lead) towards equilibrium. In principle, equilibrium
can be reached by running the dynamics until all transient effects relax. This, however, may
prove to be computationally quite inefficient, especially when the initial conditions are far from
equilibrium. An alternative can be to formulate an equation that directly solves for dσˆ(t)
dt
= 0 [24].
To this end, in the case of a single lead setup, we define projection operators on the dot and on
the lead section as
Pˆ =
(
1 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ
)
, Qˆ =
(
0 0ˆ
0ˆ 1ˆ
)
, (B.1)
corresponding to the matrix representation in the basis of the isolated dot and lead eigenfunctions.
With these, the driving term in Eq. 2.8 of the main text can be decomposed as follows:
−Γ ·
(
0 1
2
σˆd,L (t)
1
2
σˆL,d (t) σˆL (t)− σˆ0L
)
= −1
2
Γ ·
(
0 σˆd,L (t)
0ˆ 0ˆ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pˆ σˆ(t)Qˆ
−1
2
Γ ·
(
0 0ˆ
σˆL,d (t) 0ˆ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qˆσˆ(t)Pˆ
− Γ ·
(
0 0ˆ
0ˆ σˆL (t)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qˆσˆ(t)Qˆ
+Γ ·
(
0 0ˆ
0ˆ σˆ0L
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qˆσˆ0Qˆ
, (B.2)
where in the last term
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σˆ0 =
(
σ0d 0ˆ
0ˆ σˆ0L
)
, (B.3)
and the target equilibrium occupation of the dot, σ0d, does not (and should not) appear in the final
expression for the driving term. Nullifying the left hand side of the DLvN equation of motion (Eq.
2.8) with a time-independent Hamiltonian thus gives the following equation for the equilibrium
density matrix of the system, σˆeq:
d
dt
σˆeq = − i
~
Hˆσˆeq +
i
~
σˆeqHˆ − 1
2
ΓPˆ σˆeqQˆ− 1
2
ΓQˆσˆeqPˆ − ΓQˆσˆeqQˆ+ ΓQˆσˆ0Qˆ = 0ˆ, (B.4)
which can be rearranged as:
− i
~
Hˆσˆeq +
i
~
σˆeqHˆ − 1
2
Γ
(
Pˆ + Qˆ
)
σˆeqQˆ− 1
2
ΓQˆσˆeq
(
Pˆ + Qˆ
)
+ ΓQˆσˆ0Qˆ = 0ˆ. (B.5)
Since the sum of Pˆ and Qˆ gives the unity matrix, 1ˆ, this results in:(
i
~
Hˆ +
1
2
ΓQˆ
)
σˆeq − σˆeq
(
i
~
Hˆ − 1
2
ΓQˆ
)
= ΓQˆσˆ0Qˆ. (B.6)
Defining
Aˆ =
i
~
Hˆ +
1
2
ΓQˆ =
i
~
(
εd VˆdL
VˆLd HˆL − i~2 Γ1ˆ
)
, (B.7)
Bˆ =
i
~
Hˆ − 1
2
ΓQˆ =
i
~
(
εd VˆdL
VˆLd HˆL +
i~
2
Γ1ˆ
)
, (B.8)
and
Cˆ = ΓQˆσˆ0Qˆ =
(
0 0ˆ
0ˆ Γσˆ0L
)
, (B.9)
the following Sylvester equation for the equilibrium density matrix is obtained [24]:
Aˆσˆeq − σˆeqBˆ = Cˆ. (B.10)
A similar Sylvester equation can be derived when the system is decomposed into the dot, lead,
and driven lead sections. In the basis of eigenfunctions of these isolated sections the corresponding
projection operators are written as:
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Pˆ =
 1 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
 , Qˆ =
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 1ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
 , Rˆ =
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ 1ˆ
 . (B.11)
The driving term (see Eq. 3.8) can be decomposed in terms of these projection operators as
follows:
− Γ ·
 0 0ˆ
1
2
σˆdK (t)
0ˆ 0ˆ 1
2
σˆLK (t)
1
2
σˆKd (t)
1
2
σˆKL (t) σˆK (t)− σˆ0K

= −1
2
Γ ·
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
σˆKd (t) 0ˆ 0ˆ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rˆσˆ(t)Pˆ
−1
2
Γ ·
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ σˆKL (t) 0ˆ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rˆσˆ(t)Qˆ
− 1
2
Γ ·
 0 0ˆ σˆdK (t)0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pˆ σˆ(t)Rˆ
−1
2
Γ ·
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ σˆLK (t)
0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qˆσˆ(t)Rˆ
−Γ ·
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ σˆK (t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rˆσˆ(t)Rˆ
+Γ ·
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ σˆ0K

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rˆσˆ0Rˆ
,
(B.12)
where, in the last term,
σˆ0 =
 σ0d 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ σˆ0L 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ σˆ0K

︸ ︷︷ ︸
, (B.13)
and the target equilibrium occupation of the dot (σ0d) and the lead (σ0L) do not (and should not)
appear in the final expression for the driving term. Nullifying the left hand side of the DLvN
equation of motion (Eq. 3.8) with a time-independent Hamiltonian thus gives the following
equation for the equilibrium density matrix of the system, σˆeq:
d
dt
σˆeq = − i
~
˜ˆ
Hσˆeq +
i
~
σˆeq
˜ˆ
H − 1
2
ΓRˆσˆeqPˆ − 1
2
ΓRˆσˆeqQˆ− 1
2
ΓPˆ σˆeqRˆ− 1
2
ΓQˆσˆeqRˆ− ΓRˆσˆeqRˆ + ΓRˆσˆ0Rˆ = 0ˆ
(B.14)
which can be rearranged as:
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− i
~
˜ˆ
Hσˆeq +
i
~
σˆeq
˜ˆ
H − 1
2
ΓRˆσˆeq
(
Pˆ + Qˆ+ Rˆ
)
− 1
2
Γ
(
Pˆ + Qˆ+ Rˆ
)
σˆeqRˆ + ΓRˆσˆ0Rˆ = 0ˆ. (B.15)
Since the sum of Pˆ + Qˆ+ Rˆ = 1ˆ this results in:(
i
~
˜ˆ
H +
1
2
ΓRˆ
)
σˆeq − σˆeq
(
i
~
˜ˆ
H − 1
2
ΓRˆ
)
= ΓRˆσˆ0Rˆ. (B.16)
Defining
Aˆ =
i
~
˜ˆ
H +
1
2
ΓRˆ =
i
~

εd
˜ˆ
VdL 0ˆ
˜ˆ
VLd
˜ˆ
HL
˜ˆ
VLK
0ˆ
˜ˆ
VKL
˜ˆ
HK − i~2 Γ1ˆ
 , (B.17)
Bˆ =
i
~
˜ˆ
H − 1
2
ΓRˆ =
i
~

εd
˜ˆ
VdL 0ˆ
˜ˆ
VLd
˜ˆ
HL
˜ˆ
VLK
0ˆ
˜ˆ
VKL
˜ˆ
HK +
i~
2
Γ1ˆ
 , (B.18)
and
Cˆ = ΓRˆσˆ0Rˆ =
 0 0ˆ 0ˆ0ˆ 0ˆ 0ˆ
0ˆ 0ˆ Γσˆ0K
 , (B.19)
we arrive at a Sylvester equation of the same structure as Eq. B.10 above.
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